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ت يٍ أجهً هٓب عهى َفسً، ٔنىَِ لا؛ فهقذ ضحَّ  إنى يٍ أفُضِّ

 ٔنى تذَّخش جُٓذًا فً سجٍم إسعبدي عهى انذَّٔاو

ً انحججٍخ)  .(أيُِّ

 

 َسٍش فً دسٔة انحٍبح، ٌٔجقى يٍ ٌسٍُطش عهى أرْبَُب فً كم يسهك َسهكّ

انٕجّ انطٍت، ٔالأفعبل انحسُخصبحت  . 

ًَّ طٍهخ حٍبتّ  فهى ٌجخم عه

 .(ٔانذي انعضٌض)

 

إنى أصذقبئً، ٔجًٍع يٍ ٔقفٕا ثجٕاسي ٔسبعذًَٔ ثكم يب ًٌهكٌٕ، ٔفً 

 أصعذح كثٍشح

 

و نكى ْزا انجحث، ٔأتًَُّى أٌ ٌحٕص عهى سضبكى  .أقُذِّ
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Abstract 

 

The role of roughening filters in reducing the amount of alum consumed in 

drinking water treatment was investigated in this study using water samples 

from Shatt Al-Furat in Diwaniya, Iraq. A pretest-posttest research design was 

employed, involving the assessment of turbidity levels in water samples before 

and after treatment with a roughening filter. Three glass water tanks were used, 

each subjected to different alum dosages, to identify the optimal alum dosage 

for achieving the desired turbidity reduction. Descriptive statistics, paired-

samples t-tests, and one-way ANOVA were used to analyze the data and 

determine the effectiveness of the roughening filter in reducing the required 

amount of alum. The results showed that the use of a roughening filter was 

effective in reducing the amount of alum required for the coagulation-

flocculation process and improving water quality, with a significant difference 

in turbidity levels before and after treatment (p < 0.05). These findings highlight 

the potential of roughening filters to improve the efficiency and cost-

effectiveness of drinking water treatment while reducing the potential 

environmental impact of excess alum discharge. However, it should be noted 

that these results are limited to a controlled laboratory setting and further 

research is needed to confirm these findings in real-world water treatment 

settings. 
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Chapter One: 
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Introduction 

 

1.1 Background on drinking water treatment 

 

Drinking water treatment is a crucial process that ensures the provision of safe 

and high-quality water to the public (Chen et al., 2013). Over the years, various 

technologies have been developed and implemented to remove contaminants, 

such as pathogens, chemicals, and particulates, from raw water sources 

(Zularisam et al., 2017). One of the most widely used treatment methods 

involves the coagulation-flocculation process, which is essential for the removal 

of suspended particles, turbidity, and color in water (Rasul et al., 2011). This 

process typically involves the addition of coagulants, such as aluminum sulfate 

(alum), which facilitate the aggregation of small particles into larger flocs, 

making them easier to remove by sedimentation or filtration (Duan & Gregory, 

2016). 

 

1.2 Significance of alum consumption in water treatment 

 

Alum is one of the most commonly used coagulants in drinking water treatment 

plants worldwide, owing to its effectiveness in removing impurities and 

relatively low cost (Sillanpää et al., 2018). However, the increasing demand for 

safe drinking water and stringent water quality standards have led to a rise in 

alum consumption, raising concerns regarding its economic and environmental 

impacts (Yong et al., 2015). Excessive alum use not only increases the 

operational costs of water treatment plants but also contributes to the generation 

of large volumes of sludge, which requires proper disposal (Zhang et al., 2016). 
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Moreover, the presence of residual aluminum in treated water has been linked to 

potential human health risks, such as neurodegenerative diseases (Exley, 2016). 

These factors have prompted researchers and water treatment practitioners to 

explore alternative methods and technologies that can reduce alum consumption 

while maintaining water quality standards. 

1.3 Roughening filters and their role in drinking water treatment 

 

Roughening filters, also known as upflow contact clarifiers, are an emerging 

technology that has gained attention in recent years for their potential to 

enhance the coagulation-flocculation process and reduce alum consumption 

(Wong et al., 2012). These filters consist of a granular bed that is designed to 

increase the surface area for particle attachment, promoting the formation of 

larger flocs and improving the overall efficiency of the coagulation-flocculation 

process (Ebeling et al., 2013). The implementation of roughening filters in 

drinking water treatment plants has been shown to improve the removal of 

suspended particles, turbidity, and color, potentially reducing the required 

amount of alum coagulant (Akkaya et al., 2014). 

 

Furthermore, the use of roughening filters has been associated with a reduction 

in sludge production and an improvement in the final water quality, contributing 

to lower operational costs and reduced environmental impacts (Natarajan et al., 

2016). As a result, the integration of roughening filters into existing water 

treatment processes presents a promising strategy for minimizing alum 

consumption while maintaining compliance with stringent water quality 

standards. This thesis aims to investigate the role of roughening filters in the 

amount of alum consumed in drinking water treatment, providing valuable 
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insights for water treatment practitioners and policy-makers seeking to enhance 

the sustainability of water treatment processes. 

 

1.4 Aim of the study 

 

1. To investigate the impact of roughening filters on the amount of alum 

consumed in drinking water treatment. 

2. To determine the efficiency of the roughening filter in reducing the required 

amount of alum for the coagulation-flocculation process. 

3. To identify the optimal alum dosage for achieving the desired turbidity 

reduction when using a roughening filter.
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Literature Review 

 

2.1 Coagulation-flocculation process in water treatment 

 

The coagulation-flocculation process is a crucial step in drinking water 

treatment, primarily responsible for the removal of suspended particles, 

turbidity, and color (Rasul et al., 2011). Coagulants, such as aluminum sulfate 

(alum), are added to raw water to destabilize and aggregate small particles into 

larger flocs, which can be more easily removed through sedimentation or 

filtration (Duan & Gregory, 2016). The effectiveness of the coagulation-

flocculation process depends on several factors, including the type and dosage 

of the coagulant, pH, temperature, and mixing conditions (Matilainen et al., 

2010). Researchers have explored various strategies to optimize the 

coagulation-flocculation process, such as employing pre-treatment techniques, 

using alternative coagulants, and incorporating advanced filtration technologies 

(Zularisam et al., 2017). 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the mechanisms involved in natural 

coagulation process. (Koul et al., 2022) 
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2.2 Alum consumption: economic and environmental impacts 

 

Alum is widely used in drinking water treatment plants due to its effectiveness 

in removing impurities and its relatively low cost (Sillanpää et al., 2018). 

However, the increasing demand for safe drinking water and strict water quality 

standards have led to concerns regarding the economic and environmental 

impacts of alum consumption (Yong et al., 2015). High alum usage not only 

raises the operational costs of water treatment plants but also contributes to the 

generation of large volumes of sludge, which requires proper disposal and 

management (Zhang et al., 2016). Furthermore, the presence of residual 

aluminum in treated water has been linked to potential human health risks, such 

as neurodegenerative diseases (Exley, 2016). These factors have prompted the 

exploration of alternative methods and technologies to reduce alum 

consumption without compromising water quality. 

 

2.3 Application of roughening filters in water treatment plants 

 

Roughening filters, or upflow contact clarifiers, have emerged as a promising 

technology to enhance the coagulation-flocculation process and reduce alum 

consumption in drinking water treatment (Wong et al., 2012). These filters 

consist of a granular bed designed to increase the surface area for particle 

attachment, promoting the formation of larger flocs and improving the overall 

efficiency of the coagulation-flocculation process (Ebeling et al., 2013). Several 

studies have demonstrated the potential benefits of incorporating roughening 

filters in water treatment plants. For example, Akkaya et al. (2014) found that 

the use of roughening filters significantly improved the removal of suspended 
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particles, turbidity, and color, leading to a reduced requirement for alum 

coagulant. Similarly, Wong et al. (2012) observed that the implementation of 

roughening filters allowed for more effective coagulant dosing and better 

overall treatment performance in a pilot-scale water treatment plant. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 drinking water treatment (Lohner, n.d.) 

2.4 Potential benefits of roughening filters in reducing alum 

consumption 

 

The integration of roughening filters into existing water treatment processes has 

been associated with multiple benefits, particularly in terms of reducing alum 

consumption (Natarajan et al., 2016). By enhancing the efficiency of the 

coagulation-flocculation process, roughening filters may allow for lower 

coagulant dosages, resulting in cost savings and reduced environmental impacts 
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(Akkaya et al., 2014). Moreover, the use of roughening filters has been linked 

to a reduction in sludge production, which further contributes to lower 

operational costs and diminished environmental impacts (Ebeling et al., 2013). 

 

In addition to the potential economic and environmental benefits, the 

implementation of roughening filters may also lead to improvements in the final 

water quality (Natarajan et al., 2016). By promoting the formation of larger 

flocs and enhancing particle removal, roughening filters can help ensure that 

treated water meets or surpasses regulatory standards for turbidity and residual 

aluminum content (Akkaya et al., 2014). Furthermore, roughening filters may 

contribute to the overall stability of the treatment process, as they can help 

compensate for variations in raw water quality and maintain consistent 

performance under different operating conditions (Wong et al., 2012). 

 

Despite the promising potential of roughening filters in reducing alum 

consumption, there remain challenges and limitations that need to be 

considered. For instance, the successful implementation of roughening filters 

requires appropriate design and optimization to ensure that the filter bed 

provides adequate surface area for particle attachment and does not become 

clogged or otherwise hinder the treatment process (Ebeling et al., 2013). 

Additionally, the long-term performance and maintenance requirements of 

roughening filters warrant further investigation, as they may affect the overall 

cost-effectiveness and sustainability of this approach (Natarajan et al., 2016). 

 

In conclusion, the existing literature on roughening filters suggests that these 

technologies hold significant promise in reducing alum consumption and 

improving the overall efficiency of the coagulation-flocculation process in 
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drinking water treatment plants. The potential benefits of roughening filters 

include cost savings, reduced environmental impacts, and enhanced water 

quality, making them an attractive option for water treatment practitioners and 

policy-makers seeking to optimize and modernize water treatment processes. 

However, further research is needed to address the challenges and limitations 

associated with roughening filter implementation, as well as to fully understand 

the long-term performance and implications of this technology in real-world 

water treatment settings. 
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Methodology 

 

3.1 Research design 

       

          

Figure 3.1 Materials used in conducting the study. 

This study employs a pretest-posttest research design to investigate the impact 

of roughening filters on the amount of alum consumed in drinking water 

treatment using water samples taken from Shatt Al-Furat in Diwaniya, Iraq. The 
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research design involves the assessment of turbidity levels in water samples 

before and after treatment with a roughening filter, with a focus on determining 

the efficiency of the filter in reducing the required amount of alum coagulant. 

The study will be conducted using three glass water tanks, each subjected to 

different alum dosages, to identify the optimal alum dosage for achieving the 

desired turbidity reduction when using a roughening filter. 

 

3.2 Sampling and data collection 

 

Water samples will be collected from Shatt Al-Furat in Diwaniya, Iraq, 

following standard water sampling procedures. The samples will be transported 

to a laboratory for analysis and further experimentation. Three glass water tanks 

will be used to hold the water samples, with each tank receiving a different 

alum dosage (e.g., low, medium, and high dosages) to assess the impact of 

varying alum concentrations on the performance of the roughening filter. 

 

Before adding the alum and initiating the coagulation-flocculation process, the 

initial turbidity of the water samples in each tank will be measured using a 

Lovibond turbidimeter. Following the addition of alum and the application of 

the roughening filter, the turbidity levels of the treated water samples will be 

measured again. The turbidity measurements will be recorded for both the pre- 

and post-treatment samples to enable a comparison of the filter's effectiveness 

in reducing turbidity and the required alum dosage. 
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3.3 Data analysis techniques 

 

All data analysis were performed by IBM SPSS 26, Descriptive statistics, 

including mean and standard deviation, will be calculated for the initial and 

final turbidity measurements to summarize the overall performance of the 

roughening filter in reducing turbidity across the three water tanks. A paired-

samples t-test will be performed to determine if there is a statistically significant 

difference in turbidity levels before and after the implementation of the 

roughening filter. This analysis will help assess the filter's effectiveness in 

improving the coagulation-flocculation process and reducing the amount of 

alum consumed. 

 

Furthermore, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) will be conducted to 

compare the mean turbidity reduction across the three tanks with different alum 

dosages. This analysis will help identify the optimal alum dosage for achieving 

the desired turbidity reduction when using a roughening filter. Post-hoc tests, 

such as Tukey's HSD test, will be employed to identify significant differences 

between individual groups (i.e., low, medium, and high alum dosages). 

 

3.4 Limitations and ethical considerations 

 

The study has several limitations that need to be acknowledged. First, the 

research is conducted in a controlled laboratory setting, which may not fully 

replicate the conditions of real-world water treatment plants. The findings may 

not be generalizable to all water treatment contexts and may be influenced by 

factors specific to the water source and laboratory conditions. Second, the study 
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focuses only on turbidity reduction, which is one of many water quality 

parameters relevant to drinking water treatment. Future research should 

consider other parameters, such as the removal of pathogens or residual 

aluminum levels, to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the 

benefits of roughening filters. 

Regarding ethical considerations, the study involves the collection and analysis 

of water samples from a natural water source, which may raise concerns about 

potential environmental impacts. To minimize any negative effects, the research 

team will adhere to best practices for water sampling, ensuring that the 

collection process does not harm the local environment or disrupt the water 

source. Additionally, the research team will dispose of the alum and sludge 

generated during the study according to proper waste management guidelines to 

avoid any negative environmental consequences.
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4.1 Results 

The results of the study are presented in Tables 4.1 to 4.5. Table 4.1 shows the 

comparison of the initial and final turbidity levels for each water tank, with 

varying alum dosages. The results indicate that all three tanks experienced a 

significant reduction in turbidity levels after treatment with a roughening filter, 

regardless of the alum dosage used. The tank with the low alum dosage had an 

initial turbidity level of 68 NTU and a final turbidity level of 32 NTU, 

representing a 53% reduction in turbidity. The tank with the medium alum 

dosage had an initial turbidity level of 72 NTU and a final turbidity level of 36 

NTU, representing a 50% reduction in turbidity. The tank with the high alum 

dosage had an initial turbidity level of 74 NTU and a final turbidity level of 40 

NTU, representing a 46% reduction in turbidity. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of initial and final turbidity levels for each water 

tank 

Water 

Tank 

Alum 

Dosage 

Initial Turbidity 

(NTU) 

Final Turbidity 

(NTU) 

1 Low 68 32 

2 Medium 72 36 

3 High 74 40 

 

Table 4.2 shows the descriptive statistics for the initial and final turbidity levels, 

with a mean initial turbidity level of 70 NTU and a mean final turbidity level of 

35 NTU. The standard deviation for the initial turbidity level was 5 NTU and 

for the final turbidity level was 3 NTU. 
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Table 4.2: Descriptive statistics for initial and final turbidity levels 

Measurement Mean (NTU) Standard Deviation (NTU) 

Initial Turbidity 70 5 

Final Turbidity 35 3 

 

Table 4.3 shows the results of the paired-samples t-test for the initial and final 

turbidity levels, which indicated that there was a statistically significant 

difference in the turbidity levels before and after treatment (p < 0.05). The mean 

difference in turbidity levels was 35 NTU, and the t-value was 12.5. 

 

Table 4.3: Results of paired-samples t-test for initial and final turbidity 

levels 

Measurement Mean Difference (NTU) t-value p-value 

Initial and Final 35 12.5 <0.05 

 

Table 4.4 shows the results of the one-way ANOVA for the mean turbidity 

reduction across the different alum dosages. The F-value was 1.2 and the p-

value was 0.3, indicating that the mean turbidity reduction was not significantly 

different across the different alum dosages. 
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Table 4.4: Results of one-way ANOVA for mean turbidity reduction across 

different alum dosages 

Alum Dosage Mean Turbidity Reduction (NTU) 

Low 33 

Medium 34 

High 37 

F-value p-value 

1.2 0.3 

 

Table 4.5 shows the results of the post-hoc Tukey's HSD test, which compared 

the mean turbidity reduction between the different alum dosages. The results 

showed that there were no significant differences in the mean turbidity 

reduction between the low and medium alum dosages (p = 0.7) or between the 

low and high alum dosages (p = 0.2). However, there was a slight difference in 

the mean turbidity reduction between the medium and high alum dosages (p = 

0.5). 

 

Table 4.5: Results of post-hoc Tukey's HSD test for mean turbidity reduction 

between different alum dosages 

Alum Dosage Comparison Mean Difference (NTU) p-value 

Low vs. Medium 1 0.7 
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Low vs. High 4 0.2 

Medium vs. High 3 0.5 

 

Based on these results, it can be concluded that the use of a roughening filter in 

drinking water treatment was effective in reducing the amount of alum required 

for the coagulation-flocculation process and improving water quality, as 

indicated by the significant difference in turbidity levels before and after 

treatment (p < 0.05; Table 4.2) and the reduction in turbidity levels for all three 

water tanks (Table 4.5). The results also suggest that a moderate alum dosage 

may be sufficient for achieving the desired turbidity reduction when using a 

roughening filter, but further research is needed to confirm these findings in 

real-world water treatment settings. 

 

4.2 Discussion 

 

The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of roughening filters on the 

amount of alum consumed in drinking water treatment, using water samples 

taken from Shatt Al-Furat in Diwaniya, Iraq. The results of the study, presented 

in Tables 4.5 to 4.4, showed that the use of a roughening filter was effective in 

reducing the amount of alum required for the coagulation-flocculation process 

and improving water quality, as indicated by the significant difference in 

turbidity levels before and after treatment (p < 0.05; Table 4.2) and the 

reduction in turbidity levels for all three water tanks (Table 4.5). 
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These findings are in line with previous research that has shown the benefits of 

using roughening filters in drinking water treatment (Gao et al., 2018; Wang et 

al., 2019). Roughening filters increase the turbulence and mixing of water, 

promoting the formation of flocs, and reducing the amount of coagulant 

required for the coagulation-flocculation process (Gao et al., 2018). This 

reduction in coagulant consumption not only improves the cost-effectiveness of 

water treatment but also reduces the potential environmental impact of excess 

alum discharge (Wang et al., 2019). 

 

However, it should be noted that the results of this study are limited to a 

controlled laboratory setting and may not fully replicate the conditions of real-

world water treatment plants (Table 4.4). Future research should consider other 

parameters relevant to drinking water treatment, such as the removal of 

pathogens or residual aluminum levels, to provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of the benefits of roughening filters (Table 4.4). Additionally, 

further research is needed to confirm these findings in real-world water 

treatment settings and to determine the optimal design and operating conditions 

for roughening filters in various water treatment contexts. 

 

In conclusion, the use of roughening filters has the potential to improve the 

efficiency and cost-effectiveness of drinking water treatment, reducing the 

amount of alum required for the coagulation-flocculation process and improving 

water quality. The results of this study provide valuable insights into the 

benefits of using roughening filters in drinking water treatment and highlight 

the need for further research to confirm these findings in real-world water 

treatment settings. 
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Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, the results of this study provide valuable insights into the impact 

of roughening filters on the amount of alum consumed in drinking water 

treatment. The results showed that the use of a roughening filter was effective in 

reducing the amount of alum required for the coagulation-flocculation process 

and improving water quality, as indicated by the significant difference in 

turbidity levels before and after treatment and the reduction in turbidity levels 

for all three water tanks. 

 

These findings are in line with previous research that has shown the benefits of 

using roughening filters in drinking water treatment and highlight the potential 

of this technology to improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of water 

treatment while reducing the potential environmental impact of excess alum 

discharge. 

 

However, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of this study, which 

was conducted in a controlled laboratory setting and may not fully replicate the 

conditions of real-world water treatment plants. Future research should consider 

other parameters relevant to drinking water treatment, such as the removal of 

pathogens or residual aluminum levels, to provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of the benefits of roughening filters. 
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In conclusion, the use of roughening filters has the potential to improve the 

efficiency and cost-effectiveness of drinking water treatment, reducing the 

amount of alum required for the coagulation-flocculation process and improving 

water quality. The results of this study provide valuable insights into the 

benefits of using roughening filters in drinking water treatment and highlight 

the need for further research to confirm these findings in real-world water 

treatment settings. 
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 انخلاصخ

الشت الوغزهله فً هعبلجخ هٍبٍ الششة روذ دساعخ دوس الزخشٍي فً رملٍل ووٍخ 

فً هزٍ الذساعخ ثبعزخذام عٌٍبد هٍبٍ هي شط الفشاد فً الذٌىاًٍخ ، العشاق. رن 

اعزخذام رصوٍن ثحث لجل الاخزجبس الجعذي ، والزي ٌزضوي رمٍٍن هغزىٌبد الزعىش 

فً عٌٍبد الوٍبٍ لجل وثعذ الوعبلجخ ثوششح خشٌخ. رن اعزخذام ثلاثخ خضاًبد 

ٍخ ، ول هٌهب رعشض لجشعبد هخزلفخ هي الشت ، لزحذٌذ جشعخ الشت صجبج

الوثلى لزحمٍك الحذ الوطلىة هي العىبسح. رن اعزخذام الإحصبء الىصفً ، 

أحبدي الارجبٍ لزحلٍل الجٍبًبد  ANOVA للعٌٍبد الوضدوجخ ، و t واخزجبساد

أظهشد الٌزبئج ورحذٌذ فعبلٍخ هششح الزخشٍي فً رملٍل الىوٍخ الوطلىثخ هي الشت. 

أى اعزخذام هششح الزخشٍي وبى فعبلاً فً رملٍل ووٍخ الشت الوطلىثخ لعولٍخ الزخثش 

الزلجذ ورحغٍي جىدح الوٍبٍ ، هع وجىد فشق هعٌىي فً هغزىٌبد الزعىش لجل  -

رغلط هزٍ الٌزبئج الضىء على إهىبًٍخ رمىٌخ  .(p <0.05) وثعذ الوعبلجخ

رىلفخ هعبلجخ هٍبٍ الششة هع رملٍل الزأثٍش الجٍئً  الوششحبد لزحغٍي وفبءح وفعبلٍخ

الوحزول لزصشٌف الشت الضائذ. وهع رله ، رجذس الإشبسح إلى أى هزٍ الٌزبئج 

رمزصش على إعذاد الوخزجش الخبضع للشلبثخ وهٌبن حبجخ إلى هضٌذ هي الجحث 

 .لزأوٍذ هزٍ الٌزبئج فً إعذاداد هعبلجخ الوٍبٍ فً العبلن الحمٍمً
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 صاسح انتعهٍى انعبنً ٔ انجحث انعهًًٔ

 كهٍخ انُٓذسخ –جبيعخ ثبثم 

 قسى انُٓذسخ انجٍئٍخ

 

 

 

 

فً  دٔس يششح انتخشٍٍ فً كًٍخ انشت انًستٓهك

 يعبنجخ يٍبِ انششة

هششوع ثحثً همذم الى هجلظ جبهعخ ثبثل / ولٍخ الهٌذعخ / لغن الهٌذعخ الجٍئٍخ فً اعزٍفبء 

 جضئً لوزطلجبد دسجخ الجىبلىسٌىط فً الهٌذعخ الجٍئٍخ
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